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Abstract: 
When conducting an observation using the Tavistock approach, the observer may be exposed 
to feelings of fear, anger, aggression, compassion, guilt, etc. This issue is often discussed with 
special reference to the process of finding and performing the role and tasks of the observer. 
In this regard, the presentation will focus on a particularly challenging constellation. 
In the course of the research project “Vienna Parent-Toddler Group Study”, experienced 
students undertake observations of children at risk both in the weekly parent-toddler group 
meetings and in the families’ everyday life at home. Observing young children at risk in their 
families’ homes requires the presence of a caregiver – usually the mother – who is often 
struggling with numerous problems by herself, which affect the relationship between parents 
and children. The paper explores the observer’s emotions that were at work during an 
observation within the scope of the research project when the observer was a mother herself.  
Ambivalent feelings of both guilt and concern as well as love and hate were experienced as a 
result of the observing mother’s identification with the observed mother. This had an impact 
not only on the way in which the observer performed her role as an observer, but also on the 
way the observed child and the mother-child relation were perceived by the observer and 
discussed in the observation seminar. The paper will discuss risks and options concerning the 
research project as well as the observer’s learning and professionalization process. 
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